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MEDICINE CABINET WITH REFRIGERATOR MLK-65F

Merianto’s medicine cabinet MLK-65F has been developed based on the ISO modular system taking into 
consideration the medical workers’ need for a universal medicine cabinet. The lockable medicine cabinet has two 
sections and contains a separate metal safe with its own lock. The cabinet’s upper part interior can be fitted 
according to the user’s need using ISO modular system 600 x 400 mm baskets or glass shelves. At the bottom 
part of the medicine cabinet there is a medical refrigerator Liebherr LKUv 1613, which can be fitted with soft 
close aluminium or plastic drawers. 

The medicine cabinet is made from quality melamine. The 
facade can be a classical door (left/right) or a space 
conserving roller door. In the middle of the cabinet there is 
a pull-out auxiliary surface. The load capacity of shelves, 
drawers and baskets is 20 kg. 

Standard options include five different finishings:

The standard solution for the medicine cabinet MLK-65 consists 
of:
- 19 mm thick melamine shell and doors
- Accessory hook at the cabinet top
- Clear Plexiglas pockets with height adjusting dividers on the 

upper door inner surface 
- Pull-out auxiliary surface on ball-bearing runners
- Four glass shelves with adjustable height in the upper part
- A white RAL9010 lockable safe in the upper part 
- Liebherr Mediline refrigerator LKUv 1613 is fitted on the 

lower part of cabinet
- LED lighting in the cabinet’s upper part
- All doors have locks. The locks can be placed in series so 

that they are compatible with cabinets within the same 
room, floor or other desired zone. The base choice is a 
mechanical furniture lock, but electronic locks with codes or 
smart cards are additional options. 

- Silicone magnets on doors – soft closing 
- Strong metal foot frame with adjustable ends, white 

RAL9010 colored.
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